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OVERVIEW

Why Dogecoin?

Why create TheDogeWorld ($TDW) ?
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TheDogeWorld ($TDW) is the 
newest sensation in the crypto universe, a 
refined outcome of our robust analysis and 
continuous planning!

TheDogeWorld is community 
based token and finds its inspiration from 
Dogecoin, one of the most popular open-
source digital coins.

The team at $TDW is developing 
a decentralised exchange (DeX) for NFT 

Dogecoin is a sensation in the 
crypto world, attracting adulation from a 
long list of public figures that include Elon 
Musk, Mark Cuban and even beef jerky 
brand Slim Jim!

Dogecoin is now among the most 
famous  cryptocurrenciesn not just in the 
meme space but globally!

The team at $TDW has very closely 
analysed t h e  D o g e c h a i n ' s crypto 
ecosystem during the market’s bullish run. 

One major insight we noticed is that 
there was no place for NFT's to trade and 
creatives to have an outlet for their work.

TheDogeWorld is an organic 
outcome of our study and analysis.  

marketplace, enabling better exposure for our 
members and fellow designers with trustable 
and secured transactions at its core.

Dogecoin’s market value of ~$55 bn at its all-
time high exceeded those of Kraft Heinz Co. and 
Dollar General Corp., with top analysts rooting 
for dogecoin to reach $1trillion.

Now we have a dedicated chain that the space 
has been crying out for. All Doge coiners under 
one umbrella! 

We will be the leading DeX based secured 
marketplace for NFT's on Dogechain a n d  will 
provide a robust solution to NFT trading needs 
and will facilitate better and secured 
transactions without the hurdles of commission 
fees.
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TOKENOMICS

1Billion

TRANSACTION TAX

liquidity

marketing & operations

5% 
BUY & SELL

4%
1%

TOKENOMICS
EXPLAINED!Total Supply Total Burned

N/A

The transaction taxes 
allow us to implement 
our marketing and 
operation strategies 
with full efficiency, 
whilst also having a 
constant source of 
liquidity added to the 
pool to protect the 
tokens value & our 
investors trading 
abilities.



EXCHANGE
LISTING

WHYDOGESWAP?
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DogeSwap is a decentralized exchange that allows trading of 
cryptocurrencies and tokens without a centralized intermediary, 
protecting the custody of your tokens. It is built on automated smart 
contracts deployed on the brand new and exciting Doge chain

DogeSwap brings a range of benefits, making it the most 
desirable trading platform:

DogeSwap is a new rising Dex offering a 
range of DeFi services, enabling crypto 
traders to conduct transactions 
without significant transaction fees.

It is the largest and most used of the 
DEXs on Doge Chain

Doge Chain is growing quickly as 
developers take advantage of the huge 
community Doge already has. It makes 
it one step easier for the general public 
to interact with DeFi as it is so 
well known, making the possibilities 
of growth endless!

We will be launching our public 
sale on Dogeswap, on 16th 
August, 2022.
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FUTURE
EXCHANGE
PLANS
TheDogeWorld 
has started the 
enthralling journey of 
getting listed on CEX, 
paving the way to 
reach out to more 
investors .



ROADMAP
Q3

Limited edition NFTs

PHASE 1
5000+ Telegram 
Subscribers
Our aim is to rapidly build an active 
Telegram community to reach out to a 
large pool of investors globally and kick 
start our exponential growth.

DogeSwap listing
DogeSwap is part of the rising wave 
of DeFi services, enabling crypto traders 
to conduct transactions without 
significant transaction fees, setting up 
the perfect ecosystem for 
TheDogeWorld coin trading.

NFT marketplace 1.0

We are coming up with decentralized 
exchange (DEX) for the NFT 
marketplace, enabling our members to 
design and auction Doge related NFT 
with ZERO commission.

Collaboration 
with influencers

We are coming up with decentralized 
exchange (DEX) for the NFT 
marketplace, enabling our members to 
design and auction Doge related NFT 
with ZERO commission.

2500 Holders

TheDogeWorld team has planned a 
growth strategy to achieve this goal by 
implementing the 3-dimensional reward 
plan, attracting new investors.

CEX listing

One of our key focus points is to list 
our coin on centralized exchange CEX. io. 
The added security of data getting 
exchanged internally via a dedicated 
server and the whole transfer going 
through a centralized security 
process has enabled CEX to generate 
significantly higher volume.

We are coming up with a limited 
edition collection of NFTs for our loyal 
investors and Diamond holders.

Q4

Marketing 
collaboration 
We will be appointing a top tier 
marketing firm to fuel more growth 
and build a sustainable brand for 
TheDogeWorld. This will ensure 
efficiency and performance out of our 
marketing wallets.

Community Extension

We will reach out to well-diverse 
communities like Dogecoin, 
Babydog , Shibainu, etc to launch 
their NFT series on our platform .

PHASE 2
Marketplace 2.0
We will be upgrading our NFT 
marketplace by incorporating 
new learnings and added 
features to enable more 
transactions. We aim to make it 
more user-friendly and 
growth-oriented for designers 
and traders.

Solidify as the number 1
marketplace on Doge 
Chain

Through first mover status and 
also by providing the best user 
friendly application we will 
cement our place in Doge Chain 
history!

10000+ 
Telegram subscribers
Grow the Telegram community 
further for better exposure and 
discovering growth opportunities.

10000+ HOLDERS

We aim to take our growth to 
the next phase by building a 
larger pool of investors, thereby 
increasing the efficacy of rewards for 
our members.
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THE
TEAM.

OWNER

WINTERDOGE

THOR DOGINSON

BATDOGE

CAPTAIN DOGE

STAR DOGE

MARKETING MANAGER

PARTNERSHIP MANAGER

CREATIVE PARTNER

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER
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